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The Guardian ...
‘Philip Venables’ collaboration with performance artist David Hoyle is
astonishingly powerful, with Hoyle’s garishly made-up face delivering
a rant about everything from elections and gender to sodomy and
revolution, precisely edited to Venables’ score with its echoes of
expressionist music theatre and Weimar cabaret. Scabrous, fierce, and
sometimes very funny, it’s a perfect fusion of music and image.’

This video contain strong language and sexual references. Suitable for ages 18+ only
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PHILIP VENABLES
The Revenge of Miguel Cotto

1 love
2 fight
3 crushed spanish
4 they are not like us
5 ban
6 Metamorphoses after Britten: I A mountain
I [tacet]
II Adagio
III Scherzo
IV Rondo
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David Hoyle performance artist
London Sinfonietta • Richard Baker conductor
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Numbers 76–80: tristan und isolde

Klaviertrio im Geiste
Phoenix Piano Trio

Numbers 91–95
Nick Blackburn speaker • Katie Bicknell flute
Olivia Jaguers harp • Matthew West woodblock

2’54

Klaviertrio im Geiste

The Revenge of Miguel Cotto
Leigh Melrose, Dario Dugandzic voices
Ashot Sarkissjan, Ciaran McCabe, James Widden violins
Ian Watson accordion Graham Lee, Lee Boorer,
Simon Baker trombones • Matthew West,
Oliver Lowe punchbags • Richard Baker conductor

Numbers 76–80: tristan und isolde
Natalie Raybould, Lewis Bretherton,
George Chambers, Ashley Mercer voices
Ligeti Quartet • Richard Baker conductor
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Metamorphoses after Britten: III Flowers
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Numbers 91–95
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Metamorphoses after Britten: IV Fountains
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Philip Venables Below the Belt
In two scenes of Philip Venables’ opera 4.48
Psychosis, the only ‘text’ is a sequence of
numbers, projected (in the work’s premiere
production at the Lyric Hammersmith in May
2016) on the back wall of the stage set: two
attempts – one failed, one successful – to
count down from 100 in steps of seven. The
opera is a setting of the late Sarah Kane’s
final play, and the variety of registers and
modes it finds, or in some cases invents, to
bring verbal content into the orbit of music
reflects the often indeterminate status
of words in Kane’s script. Even though
she was clear that the text was for live
theatrical performance, there are no named
characters, definite locations, or even clarity
as to when a change of speaker occurs.
This album gathers works conceived
over a five-year period up to the spring
of 2015, by which time Venables was
beginning to sketch the opera in earnest.
Here too – particularly in the two pieces
deriving from Simon Howard’s long poem
Numbers – abstract frameworks summon
forth and keep company with vivid shards
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of reality, of story, of pain. It’s worth noting
that the ‘numbers’ of the poem’s title are
perhaps also the ‘numb-ers’, the alcohol
and painkillers, which stimulated (or at least
kept company with) and then finally silenced
Howard’s hyper-lucid imagination in his
astonishingly productive final years.
I mentioned Numbers to Venables in
passing in the summer of 2010, little
imagining that within two years he would
have set two of its twenty groups of five
numbered sections, as well as composing
another piece, Romanticism (since
withdrawn), to a further text specially
requested from Howard. In 2012 and 2013
he also wrote pieces to texts by Steven
J. Fowler and Sean Bonney, both – like
Howard – part of a loosely affiliated scene
of linguistically innovative poets based
around London and other parts of the UK.
In all of these works as in the opera, the
experimentalism of the writing is matched by
an experimentation with different possible
ways of embedding text in – or indeed of
holding it just outside – music.

As for that music itself, it is simple, often
schematic in conception. The string quartet
in Numbers 76–80: tristan und isolde
uses just six pitches throughout, while also
following a rhythmic scheme which makes it
slower each time it enters; Numbers 91–95
presents two complementary harmonic
fields in simple alternation. Yet by this
very token these Janus-like instrumental
layers – are they ‘accompaniment’ or main
substance? – are direct, able to be hardhitting, and precise and assured, not least
in their unusual choices of instrumentation.
Venables’ treatment of his chosen texts
honours both their vividness and their
abstraction. His settings have extensive
mimetic stretches (the percussive thwacks
that impel the long ‘fight’ section of The
Revenge of Miguel Cotto; the buzzing
wasps of Numbers 76–80) yet also add
extra non-realist touches of their own in the
treatment of text – the repetition of ‘Yes’
at the start of every line in the opening
section of The Revenge of Miguel Cotto, the
added emphasis given to the word ‘she’
throughout Numbers 76–80 (a similar
approach to recurring words pervades 4.48

Psychosis too), or the way in which the two
tape recorders enact and amplify the echochamber of memory in Numbers 91–95.
Memory in these works seems often to be
presented as the other side of violence,
an association confirmed by the structural
logic of The Revenge of Miguel Cotto – a
true story of honour and revenge between
boxers whose five sections alternate a
graphic, immediate musical present tense
with pregnant episodes of anticipation and
reflection. In the fourth section, ‘they are not
like us’, Venables indicates in the score that
‘[the] strings should maintain a beautiful
sound with vibrato and depth of tone, as
they would with older music’. Older music,
indeed, is a recurring concern in the works
brought together here. Howard’s explicit
cueing of the story in Numbers 76–80
to the Tristan and Isolde legend invites
– and receives – a Wagnerian allusion, a
miniature ‘Liebestod’, in the closing section
of Venables’ setting, as the soprano floats
a pianissimo high G over the other voices
and the strings: the work’s only instance
of simultaneous singing and instrumental
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playing. (This is also the only time any of the
voices uses one of the six ‘quartet’ pitches;
in the other sung material, that constituting
section 78, the singers are confined to the
six pitches not taken by the strings – which
include, as it happens, the four pitches
of a transposed ‘Tristan chord’.) But the
allusion in the text here to ‘a death-mask
of Beethoven’ suggests a deeper network
of real/imaginary music (hi)stories – one
that is potentially confirmed and expanded
by a reading of similar allusions and
counterfactuals elsewhere in Howard’s
poetry. Even left tantalisingly incipient, as
here, it seems to invite a hearing of the only
entirely non-text-related work on this album,
Klaviertrio im Geiste, in the context of the
Howard and Fowler pieces.
With a title in the language not only of
Beethoven but also of Venables’ own
adopted country, this is both a ‘piano trio in
spirit’ and also, perhaps more tellingly, the
ghost of a piano trio … of Beethoven’s own
so-called ‘Ghost’ Trio, in fact, whose famous
slow movement provides almost all of the
new work’s raw materials (notes, tempo
6
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ideas, gestures, figurations …). If the new
configurations which Venables gives them
do indeed resemble a classically structured
chamber work – with the exception of an
opening sonata allegro, which in the score is
present but simply marked tacet, ‘silent’ –
there is nonetheless a curious sense here
of emotion achieved through a kind of
hollowing out. The work may keep faith with
the spirit of a piano trio, but it is, in a sense,
Beethovenian less in spirit than in letter. And
yet it provokes the same questions – about
what is the essence of musical material,
about how much meaning can reside in
verbal cues, and so on – that underlie so
much of the music on this album.
Dating from 2010 (thus the earliest music
included here), and relating to text in a
more traditional, if submerged, way – as
instrumental programme music based on
a literary source – the Metamorphoses for
solo oboe also allude again to pre-existing
music, in this case Benjamin Britten’s own
musical responses to the same Ovid tales.
‘Each movement,’ writes Venables, ‘over its
short course transforms gradually from one

thing to another – ending, with the exception
of “Fountains”, in a short, cathartic coda.’
Perhaps we might look here, in these stories
of magic and change, for the seeds of a
concern with gender and its dissolution that
becomes an increasingly explicit thread in
Venables’ more recent work: in the Kane
opera (in whose sense of struggle and
alienation the body is constantly implicated),
in the forthcoming ‘game-show piece’ The
Gender Agenda (to be premiered by the
London Sinfonietta in April 2018), and
in Illusions (another London Sinfonietta
commission), initially created as one of
several ‘Notes to the New Government’ for
a Queen Elizabeth Hall concert timed to
coincide with the 2015 General Election
and subsequently revived and expanded as
part of the 2017 PRS Foundation New Music
Biennial in Hull and London.
In significant ways the expressive
effect here differs from Venables’ other
works with spoken text: the music is
more straightforwardly experienced as
accompaniment, and the speaker is more
of an individual consciousness: a known
‘character’. Venables recorded David

Hoyle’s monologue first – an extended
stream of consciousness – and edited it
down (on audio and video) to the desired
length for the piece. The instrumental music
was then written to fit, with composed
‘stutters’, loops and (simulated) splices
to match the deliberate kinks introduced
into the edited voice track. The methods
developed proved technically useful for
a scene of 4.48 Psychosis with similarly
fast-moving, angry text – like Illusions, this
scene was eventually produced with prerecorded voice parts and the live ensemble
following on a click track. Aesthetically, too,
Illusions seems to have incubated some
of the opera’s most inscrutable yet oddly
compelling habits – most strikingly the use
of ‘muzak’, in a context clearly far from the
emotionally superficial. There are odd angles
here, strange geometrical hinges between
music, text and concept. And again the
listener runs up against the question: where
exactly does the music reside?
© 2018 John Fallas
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burruto curruto churrito furitto

The Revenge of Miguel Cotto

chirito sorito larito lorita

#5

#2
yes this is a kind kind of love
for this man, love
for his humility would humble
them to one
solitude, but it is not a sole quality
an elegy to honour and courage
the constituents of love
along with fidelity
his kept counsel to proffer dignity
where what a swelling was once in residence
we wept for your home here
blood fussing from your lips
becoming your eyes, as though you had been
beside a bomb blast

rito chito hito seeto fleeto

broken
never to knock out
painful like a bonesting

margarrito harito sombrito quierito

to the ribs, to the kidneys

forito lorita habita jihita faditta

the belly, eyebrows split

harato mulatto charatta molaratto

eyes ache, red, swell
noses break, blood is spat
ears balloon, bleed, burst
hundreds of punches
unrelenting workrate
volume punching

burruto curruto churrito furitto
chirito sorito larito lorita
rito chito hito seeto fleeto
tito tito tony margarito tito tito

like a blanket of needles
an electric net

forito lorita habita jihita faditta
harato mulatto charatta molaratto

their fathers intervene

margarrito harito sombrito quierito

man’s responsibility, to accept a beating

the kid too hard, is hit, Tony

forito lorita habita jihita faditta

what a dusk is here! what a bloodweighted

his spanish is spangled

harato mulatto charatburruto curruto churrito furitto

sweat, a funeral in match
broken like black matches
all of a peace attending to the good

his psnanshi is warped
he no longer speaks the language
cubed I hear him say …

for it will begin a revenge
that would reason life anew

rito chito hito seta molaratto
burruto curruto churrito furitto
chirito sorito larito lorita
rito chito hito seeto fleeto

titomargaritotito

tito tito tony margarito tito tito

harato mulatto charatta molaratto
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chirito sorito larito lorita

margarrito harito sombrito quierito
forito lorita habita jihita faditta

that’s what it was & now not is
they are not like us
marked as in a window display
cornering a round road
that which would be found
in the cities
the loss of a tooth too
the horizon whisper pugilistica
dementia
overbearing woe at the climate
lead the way, furrowed the roads
red radio & museum of fights
apologies, an animal shaped like a bubble

eto fleeto
tito tito tony margarito tito tito

(crushed spanish)

past friends, hardened new not my

cycloptic eye blindness
sombrito margarrito harito quierito
titomargaritotito

& even then with heart
you looked found but accepted

tito tito tony margarito tito tito

#9

(ban)

he should be banned for life
he should be banned for life
he should be banned for life
he should be banned for life
he should be banned for life
he should be banned for life
he should be banned for life
he should be banned for life
he should be banned for life
he is banned for one year!
© 2011 Steven J Fowler
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Numbers 76-80: tristan und isolde

Numbers 91-95

for the sky was white as the sea

76. For one year minus one day & it was not a leap year she

it was a quiet morning at the zoo

or as her throat which was

sculpted a head of the Marquis de Sade from wasps especially

i slept on long into the afternoon

a cadmium scar popular songs nailed

desiccated yet kept artificially alive by means of a process

it was like the world was so young

to my thought like a nightdress

known only to her aunt & uncle (although he was less than 12

it didn’t exist

feet tall). 77. When the head was completed she wrapped it in

i looked good in those clothes

wet bandages & delivered it by hand (she wore gloves) to the

soon i noticed my lips were sticky with rain

next but nearest police station; the dampness of the bandages

i decided to love science like sex

dis-suspended the animation of the wasps & de Sade’s head

i unlearnt numbers

(maintaining its shape although blurred in outline) swarmed

i decided to spell language separately

upon the police stinging & goading them to acts of polymorphous

i decided i’d never say

madness. 78. Her uncle happily was present & thus filmed the

not another word

then i couldn’t the bourgeoisie

festival. 79. The following year having precisely deconstructed

i thought they were dead & i was

decide it’s ok to be fascist

the head of de Sade & reutilising the given materials she sculpted

i noted how the lyric i was a rip

i develop wings & a rash

a head of The Unnamed Supermodel repeating both time span &

off the moon’s conjunctivitis

presentation process, however the police were upon their guard

i wrote a letter concerning this

& massacred her aunt who on this occasion had possession of

to those whom it concerned

the cinema camera. 80. It was inevitably her duty to avenge her

later i noticed my lips were no

dead aunt her less than 12 feet tall uncle having been driven

longer sticky with rain

polymorphously sane by the loss of his lifetime companion, so

i kissed my mirror image

she set about constructing a hallucination from several oak trees

until my mirror image struck me to the ground

3 soft-boiled eggs & an original copy of a copy of Fragonard’s Le
Verrou & this hallucination was of the Death Mask of Beethoven –
she knew that she could die happy & so she did
© 2010 Simon Howard

in a body-bag i developed a skin
rash & wings it was then
i noticed something was different
i experienced nostalgia for that different something
i noted how on still days
tall buildings shook in the storm
i could be fucked

of the skin see-through
poppies & escalators &
retail outlets the storm fell
calm i noted how on stormy days
tall buildings stood immobile
it was ok to be just be
i just sat in a chair & typed & then

i forgot all forgotten names

i stop typing & i continued

i watched the parade of the disappeared

typing & i understand why her voice

disappearing on tv

has that habitual perfume, yes

i slept long into the afternoon
i kept watch all night through

© 2010 Simon Howard

it was not as if zoo animals were invisible
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Philip Venables’ music is often concerned with
violence, politics and speech within concert music
and opera. His work has been recently described
as ‘brutally effective’ (The Times), ‘brutally
exhilarating’ (Seen & Heard), ‘duly playful and
occasionally disturbing’ (The Guardian), ‘a dark
and violent portrait of sexual desire’ (SoSoGay.
com) and ‘original and intelligent in both form
and content … reminiscent of Matthew Barney’s
Cremaster Cycle; dripping in inexplicable meaning’
(Exeunt Magazine). And most recently, from The
Guardian: ‘Venables’ Illusions, a collaboration with
performance artist David Hoyle, batters at the
limits of form, emotion and sexuality in a ferocious
assertion of LGBT individualism in the face of
establishment nihilism and uncertainty – a brilliant,
extreme work that grips like a vice and won’t let go.’
Philip’s music has been performed and broadcast
internationally. Performers and commissioners
include The Royal Opera, BBC Philharmonic, BBC
Symphony Orchestra, London Symphony Orchestra,
Wigmore hall, London Contemporary Opera,
the London Sinfonietta, Endymion and EXAUDI,
Ensemble 10-10, Black Dyke Brass Band, Rambert
Dance, HAU Theater Berlin, Kampnagel Hamburg
and Theater Basel.
In 2016 Philip made his Royal Opera debut with
4.48 Psychosis (dir. Ted Huffman), the first ever
permitted adaptation of any of Sarah Kane’s
work. 4.48 Psychosis won the UK Theatre Award
2016 for Achievement in Opera, and the RPS
Award for Large-Scale Composition and a British
Composer Award in 2017. It was universally
acclaimed: ‘Venables proves he’s one of the
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finest composers around’ (The Guardian); ‘He
challenges the conventions of opera. Via an array
of resources he ambushes and refreshes an old
art form.’ (The Observer); ‘Experimentation in the
service of absolute emotional precision: Venables’
economical work is one of the most exhilarating
operas in years, even while it gives voice to some of
the darkest thoughts imaginable.’ (Spectator).
Other recent projects include Bound to Hurt, a
collaboration with Turner prize-winner Douglas
Gordon, a violin concerto for Pekka Kuusisto, The
Gender Agenda – an interactive gameshow piece
for the re-opening of London’s Southbank Centre’s
Queen Elizabeth Hall, and development of a
verbatim opera project based on victims’ accounts
of rape with Size Zero Opera.
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